2. Lewis’s trip
Liebe SchülerInnen, der zum 17.03.2021 geplante Lernstoff könnte möglicherweise nicht zu Ende
gemacht worden sein. Der wird heute fortgesetzt.
Vorab eine Musterlösung für die Aufgaben am 17.03.2021
SB, S. 64, nr. 1
So könnt ihr anfangen:
- I remember / there is / there are / in one of the photos I saw / one photo shows …
road signs in two languages / money / different coins / a castle near a river or lake / a very modern
building / teenagers on horses in the countryside / an old city at night with lots of lights / a bridge
over a river in a city / happy people wit black and green hats / people on a cliff by the sea / an Irish
sign.
- Your notices about the island: Ireland is an island t. The Irish Sea (the North Channel and St.
Georges Channel) is (are) between the two islands; Ireland is smaller than Great Britaino the west
of Great Britain. There seem to be two countries and two capitals. Northern Ireland with Belfast as
its capital and Ireland with its capital Dublin. Most towns are near the coasts. Ireland’s west coast
has lots of bays, cliffs and beaches and is probably very beautiful. There are many mountains, the
Wicklow Mountains on the east coast, and the Connemara Mountains in the wset. Three ferry links
connect Ireland with Great Britain.
Dann Aufgaben zum 19.03.2021
SB, nr. 2, S. 64
Your task: Lewis is from Edinburgh. Can you find Edinburgh on the map?
What can you say about Edinburgh?
- in Scotland,
- capital city,
- on the firth of North Sea / east coast).
Lewis is visiting his Aunt Mary and his Uncle Frank in Belfast. Can you find Belfast on the map?
What can you say about Belfast? (capital city of Northern Ireland, in the east, opposite southern
Scotland, near the Isle of Man).
Aunt Mary and his Uncle Frank are taking Lewis on a tour of Ireland. Follow the red lines and find
Lewis’s route around Ireland. Write it in a sheet.
Revision: Modal verbs: Read first the GF 6, page 165 of your SB.
Take your workbook on page 48, nr. 5 (a, b)

